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After the success of his first two books, Lee has continued where he left off. He has a special talent when it comes to demonstrating his extensive knowledge in a digestible way. Lee’s books are always packed full of useful information and actionable tips, where his writing style always helps to inspire you. Not just that, but Lee can back up the words in his books with the work he does on a daily basis, as a pioneer of the search marketing industry.

30-Minute Website Marketing is your new one-stop-shop for understanding digital marketing in bitesize chunks. If you’re looking to broaden your understanding of digital marketing and its place in business, you won’t go far wrong here. This book is packed full of information that’ll stand the test of time. I recommend you give this book a blast!
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Foreword

In a career spanning thousands of integrated marketing campaigns, I’ve noticed that one of the largest barriers towards business website success is the inability to take the right action fast enough.

Companies have a tendency to overcomplicate and dwell on strategic decision-making at the expense of implementing insight, thus losing ground on the competition by not being the first to act on untapped marketing opportunity.

It is this frustration of website performance and opportunity wastage, which led me to put pen to paper and solve this dilemma with my 30-Minute Website Marketing: A Step By Step Guide.

There is not a single priority website and marketing action that cannot be broken up and progressed with the allocation of 30 minutes of expert time and attention.

Whether your primary need is Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), Pay Per Click (PPC), Social Media Marketing (SMM), or other website specialism and performance enhancement, this practical guide has them covered, both by priority and by expected business impact.

The second problem which this text seeks to solve is the underperformance of isolated marketing specialists, working in segmented channels, unaware of the restrictions this is placing on the integrated opportunity to multiply website performance spanning all key strategic areas.

Every business can spare 30 minutes a day towards maximising the potential and realising the untapped performance that exists within your website.

This practical business and website marketing guide enables you to take action today and start implementing the right actions that can change your company culture towards an action mindset, underpinning your website and marketing success for years to follow.
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